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AssrnA,cr
Thecrystalchemistryof a natural,birefringent
garnetof composition
(Fe,,rCa",rMgo,o-

Moo ,o)r=,n,(Al, ,uFeo
produced
o.Ti' 0r)::200Si3
0rO,,(approximatelypyralspiterr-granditerr),
by subduction-zonemetamorphism,has beeninvestigatedby single-crystalX-ray diffraction, electronmicroprobeanalysis,Mdssbauerspectroscopy,
and Fourier-transforminfrared spectroscopy.By FTIR the garnetis apparentlyindistinguishablefrom syntheticgarnets of similar compositionsand is anhydrous.The crystal structurehas been refined in
spacegroup 14,/acd,using 592 unique, observedreflectionsmeasuredwith an automated
four-circleX-ray diffractometer.Dimensionsof the tetragonalunit cell are a : 11.6207(7),
c: 11.6230(8)
A. fne final conventionalresidualsare R : 0.033and R* :0.024.X-ray
site refinementindicatesa slight differencein electrondensity at the two unique X sites,
and this is apparentlythe causeofbirefringence(-0.001). It is proposedthat the difference
in electrondensityarisesfrom slight orderingbetweenthe pyralspiteX components(Fe2*,
Mg, and Mn) and the grandite X component (Ca). The high pressure of the geologic
environment evidently favored substantial solid solution betweenpyralspite and grandite
end-members,whereascomparativelylow temperaturespreventedcompletedisorder.
A group theoretical analysis based on the Landau formalism and including the theory
ofinduced representationsshowsthat the observedspacegroup could have arisenby phase
transformation from a parent cubic garnet (spacegroup la3d), driven by a single order
parameterin eachcase.Suchtransitionsmay occur(l) by the Tr, irreduciblerepresentation
(IR), leadingto possiblespacegroups R3c,Fddd, C2/c, or Il; (2) by the T,, IR, leadingto
possiblespacegroups R3, 14,/a.C2/c, or 1T;or (3) by the E, IR, leadingto possiblespace
groups 14,/acd or lbca. The first two ordering paths (Tr, and T,r) yield octahedralordering;
if the sizesof the octahedralcationsare similar (aswith Al and Fe3tin grandites),ordering
occurs by Tr* and if they are very different (as in MgSiO. and MnSiO, garnets),ordering
occurs by T,r. Garnets that possesscations ordered in the eightfold-coordinatedsites (for
example, some with both significant pyralspite and grossular components) order by Er.
Thus far, the noncubic garnetswith refined crystal structures possessspacegroupsFddd
and 1l (Tr"), 14,/a (T,"), and 14,/acd(E").
The approach presentedis based on the assumption that phase transitions may have
occurred to produce garnets of noncubic symmetry. The mathematical treatment used,
however, yields the same predictions about possible spacegroups if ordering is assumed
to have arisen as a crystal-growth phenomenon rather than by phasetransformation. The
experimental and field evidence accumulated so far does not provide clear evidence in
favor ofone or the other, and it is possiblethat each plays a role under different circumstances.

INtnooucrroN
Among the major rock-forming silicates, garnetsconstitute one of the few groups that crystallize with cubic
0003-004x/92l03044399$02.00

symmetry. Garnets occur in a wide variety of rocks and
show great variation in chemical composition, but nearly
all have symmetry describedby spacegroup la3d. lnthe
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general formula, {X}rlYl,(Z)rO,, (notation of Geller,
1967), {X} is most commonly Fe2*,Mg, Mn, or Ca in
eightfold coordination on the Wyckotr 24c position, IYl
is most commonly Fe3*or Al in octahedralcoordination
at the Wyckoff 16a position, and (Z) is tetrahedrally coordinated Si at the Wyckoff24d position. Natural garnets
are often divided into two groups: the pyralspites, consisting of solid solutions of pyrope (MgrAlrSirO,r), almandine (FerAlrSirO,.), and spessartine(Mn.AlrSi.O'r);
and the grandites, solid solutions of grossular
(CarAlrSirO,r) and andradite (Ca3FerSi3O,r).
Garnets intermediate in composition between the pyralspites and
the grandites are much less common than those within
the two groups,although this seemsto reflect the fact that
the conditions of pressure,temperature,and composition
required for their formation are rarely simultaneouslyattained rather than to imply a crystal-chemicallimitation
of the structure (Nemec, 1967).
Although nearly all garnets found in the crust of the
Earth are isotropic, consistentwith their cubic symmetry,
some are not. Optically anisotropic members of the grossular-andradite solid-solution series exist, and crystalstructure refinements of five of them (Tak6uchi et al.,
1982;Allen and Buseck,1988;Kingma and Downs, 1989)
have shown that they crystallize in spacegroups Fddd or
1T. Other spacegroups are possible (Hatch and Griffen,
1989)but have not yet been observed.In eachcase,the
optical (and thus structural) anisotropy has been caused
by ordering of the [Il cations, Fe3t and Al. [The garnet
of Allen and Buseck (1988) has nearly as much almandine component as andradite component, as well as a
small amount of OH; it shows ordering of Ca and Fe2*
on the {X} sitesand a noncubic distribution of OH groups,
in addition to ordering at the [I] sites.l
In this paper we report the crystal chemistry of a natural anisotropic garnet intermediate in composition between the pyralspite and the grandite groups.Anisotropic
garnets in this composition range have not previously
beenreported. There has beenone study ofa pyrope sample containing 10 molo/ogrossularcomponent (Dempsey,
1980)that showeddifraction maxima on precessionphotographsthat violated spacegroup la3d, but the probable
spacegroup was deduced as I2r3 and the garnet was not
anisotropic. Additionally, the average,cubic structure of
a natural birefringent spessartinesample was refined by
Sm1"thet al. (1990), but the true structure was not.
The garnet reported here came from a rock sample designated as T-KAY-K-l (Kulaksiz and Phillips, 1983)and
will be referred to in the presentpaper as garnet T-KAYK-1. The regional setting is a paleosubduction zone of
mid-Cretaceousage(85.7 + 1.67 Ma), locatedin northwest Turkey betweenSivrihisar and Balgikhisar.The garnet occurs as highly fractured, euhedral, dodecahedron
porphyroblasts in an eclogite fragment from a melange
consistingmostly of low-grade marble. The rock consists
largely of omphacitic pyroxene, epidote, and white mica,
with less abundant garnet, rutile, and sodic amphibole.

ExprnrlmNTAL METHoDS
Chemical and spectroscopicmethods
A room-temperature Mtjssbauer spectrum was obtained with the spectrometerin the Chemical Engineering
Department of Brigham Young University. Velocities
were varied between *4 and -4 mm/s, with metallic Fe
as standard.
Chemical analyseswere carried out using the Cameca
electron microprobe at the Department of Geology and
Geophysics of the University of Utah, at an operating
voltage of 15 kV and beam current of 15 nA. Specimens
analyzed consisted of polished fragments from several
crystals.Well-characterizedsilicatesand oxideswere chosen as standards.Data were obtained using wavelengthdispersive spectrometers,and an energy-dispersivespectrometer was usedsimultaneouslyto monitor the analysis
of each spot to ensure that all elements present above
EDS detection limits were accountedfor. Data reduction
was carried out on-line. Analyseswere performed for Si,
Ti, Al, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ca, K, Na, and F; the latter three
were not detected.
A Perkin Elmer 1600 seriesFTIR was used to obtain
an infrared spectrum from a KBr pellet containing 0.25
wto/ogarnet.The spectrumis similar to thosefor synthetic
almandine-grossular and almandine-pyrope garnets
(Geigeret al., 1989),with bands A through I prominent
(Moore etal., l97l). The spectrum showed the mineral
to be anhydrous.
The garnet is weakly birefringent Oiref. t 0.001) with
mean index of refraction 1.797 + 0.002, measuredby
standard oil-immersion techniques.
Crystal structure refinement
Long-exposureprecessionphotographswere taken ofa
small euhedralcrystal that displayed nonuniform extinction, and no indications of twinning, noncubic lattice parameters, or reflections violating spacegroup IaSd were
observed. A birefringent fragment with uniform extinction, approximately cubic in shapeand 0.08 mm on each
side, was then cut from a larger chip and mounted on a
Nicolet R3 automatedfour-circle, single-crystalX-ray diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator and
MoKa radiation. Unit-cell parameters were deterrnined
by least-squaresrefinement of25 reflectionsin the range
44 < l20l < 59oautomatically centeredat both *20 ar;'d
-20.The unit cell is pseudocubic,but the resultsof the
structure refinement, given below, show that the actual
symmetry is tetragonal. The cell parameter obtained by
assumingcubic symmetry is a : I1.6215(4)A.
A total of 4988 reflections were measured in the 0'20
mode from half of the Ewald sphereout to sin 0/^,: 0.70.
Scan speedswere automatically varied from 3.0 to 29.3"
20/min depending on diffracted intensity. Three standards were monitored once in every 100 reflections, and
the observedintensities were correctedaccordingto variations in the intensities of the standards. Lorentz and
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polarization coffections were applied, as well as an empirical absorption correction (p = 59 cm ') based on ry'
scans(North et al., 1968)and an isotropicextinctioncorrection.
As a first step in determining the crystal structure, the
data were refined in the average(cubic) spacegroup 1a3d.
Of the 4988 intensitiesmeasured,807 were rejectedas
unobserved (zero or negative intensities), and the remaining 4181 were reducedto a symmetry-mergedset of
201 unique reflections,of which 190 had I > 3o(I) and
were used in the refinement. Starting positional parameters for the O atom (the only atom not on a special position) were approximated from the regressionequations
of Novak and Gibbs (1971). Atomic scatteringfactors
were taken from Cromer and Mann (1968) and anomalous-dispersionfactors from Cromer and Liberman
(1970). Data processingand refinement were carried out
with the program packageSHELXTL (Sheldrick, 1983).
By varying the positional parameters for O, isotropic
temperaturefactors for all atoms, and site-occupancyfactors for the {X} and [Il cations, refinement converged
rapidly to R : 0.06. Adoption of anisotropic temperature-factor coefficientsfor all atoms and of a weighting
scheme lw : l/o2(F)l led to conventional residuals of R
: 0.045 and R* : 0.028. The final refinedO position in
this averagespacegrouphasx : 0.0347(2),y: 0.0476(2),
z : 0.6525(2); based on modeled occupancyby Ca and
Al, the site occupancyfactors of the {X} and [ts] sitesare
l. 168(4)and 0.99l(8), respectively.
In an attempt to determine the true symmetry, the
structure was refined in spacegroup 1T and a differenceFourier map was calculated with Ca in the six symmetrically unique X sites, Al in the eight I sites, and Si in
the six Z siIes. The only signiflcant peaks on the differencemap were at the Xpositions and ranged from 5.5 to
5.9 e/A. in heigh! they were not different enough to provide a clear indication of the true symmetry. Metrically,
however, the triclinic unit cell, in the sameorientation as
the cubic cell usedabove,had dimensionsa : I 1.622(1),
b: 11.625(l),and c:11.622(l) with interaxialangles
all statistically 90'; this suggestedthe possibility of a tetragonal unit cell with basis vectors o, E c", b, = &", c, =
b", where subscriptst and c refer to tetragonaland cubic,
respectively. Possible tetragonal space groups that are
subgroupsof la3d, and thus would allow the garnet structure to be maintained, are 14,/acdand 14,/a. Refinement
in spacegroup 14,/acdwas attempted.
The refined unit-cell dimensions, assuming tetragonal
symmetry and using the same 25 reflectionsobtained for
the cubic-cell refinement, are a : 11.6207(7)and c :
11.6230(8).Merging of the original 4988 reflectionsin
Laue group 4/mmm resulted in 592 symmetry-independent reflections,ofwhich the 428 that had 1 > 3o(I) were
used in the refrnement. Starting values for variable positional parameters were determined by adding small,
random amounts to the correspondingvalues obtained in
one of the intermediate stagesof the cubic refinement.
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The initial four cyclesofunweighted least-squaresrefinement, in which positional and isotropic thermal parameters but not site occupancy factors were varied, converged to R : 0.06. The introduction of anisotropic
temperature-factor coefficients, variable site-occupancy
factors for the two unique X sites and the single unique
y site in this spacegroup, and a weighting scheme[w :
l/o'(F)l resulted in final residualsof R : 0.033 and R* :
0.024. Observed and calculated structure amplitudes for
the tetragonal refinement are given in Table 1.'
Rnsur,rs AND DIScussIoN
Chemical relations
Resultsof the microprobe analysisare presentedin Table 2, with end-member concentrationscalculatedby the
method of Rickwood (1968). FeO obtained by microprobe was converted to FeO * FerO, by assuming that
the deficiencyof Al + Ti available for the I site is made
up by Fe3*.Minor chemical heterogeneitywas noted in
the analysesfrom spot to spot and from grain to grain.
At the spots atalyzed, Mn varies from 0.89 to 2.17 wto/o,
correspondingto 0.07 to 0. I 5 atoms per l2 O atoms, and
Mg variesfrom 0.05 to 0.18 wt0/0,correspondingto 0.21
to 0.28 atoms per 12 O atoms. Moreover, Mn and Mg
vary antipathetically, whereasconcentrationsof all other
elements remain virtually constant, indicating mutual
substitution of spessartineand pyrope components.Given the low concentrationsof both components,the compositional variations do not significantly atrectthe results
of the crystal-structurerefinement.
The Mdssbauer spectmm (Fig. l) was fitted with four
Lorentzian peaks constrained to be equal in width and
intensity as doublets. The result yielded one Fe2*doublet
with an isomer shift of 1.31 mm/s and quadrupole splitting of 3.56 mm/s and one Fe3* doublet with an isomer
shift of 0.37 mm/s and quadrupole splitting of 0.44 mm/
s. The 12 value for the fit is 1.095. Peak areas indicate
Ihatg4o/oof Fe,.,is Fe2*and 60/ois Fe3*,but the spectrum
exhibits substantialscatterin the Fe3*region and considerable error in these percentagesis suspected(see, for
example, Dyar, 1984, concerning errors in peak areas).
Further, the X-ray site refinement discussedbelow does
not support this much Fe3*. We have taken the microprobe results reported above to be a more accurate approximation of Fe3* concentration, but the Mossbauer
spectrum does confirm the presenceof minor trivalent
Fe.
The site-occupancyfactors for the two unique X sites
refinedto l.l82 and l.l7l, correspondingon (weighted)
average to an atom with 17.80/0more scattering power
than Ca (the model atom used in the refinement),in good
' CopiesofTables l, 4, 10,and I I may be orderedas Document AM-92-493from the BusinessOfrce, MineralogicalSoStreetNW, Suite 330,
ciety of America,1130 Seventeenth
remit $5.00in advance
DC 20036,U.S.A.Please
Washington,
for the microfiche.
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TABLE2. Chemicalcompositionof garnet T-KAY-K-1

sio,
Tio,
Alr03
FerO..*
FeO-.
MnO
Mgo
CaO

37.86
0.11
20.93

28.74
153
202
8.84
10003

r###**

Cations*

Ox. wt%

0.51
28.28

3.01
001
1.96
0.03
1.88
0.10
0.24
0.7s
7.98

(Fe, BsCao75Mgo 21Mno jo)>=2e7(Al1s6Feo@Tio 01),=2mSi3 01O12

(alm6rTprpsosps34Xgrs45adrl
3xschor)tr pyralspiteTs-grandite25
. Normalizedto 12 O atoms.
-'See text for discussionot t**rt""t.
t See Kretz (1983)for abbreviationsof components; sch : schorlamite.

c

#
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Velocity (mm/s, relative o iron)

spectrumof garnetT-KAY-K-1.
Fig. 1. The Mdssbauer

and Sleight,1969;Fujino et al., 1986;Angelet al., 1989),
and other spacegroups are possible (seeHatch and Griffen, 1989). Although R*, values obtained on averaging
equivalent reflections sometimesclearly indicate the correct Laue group, the valuesobtainedfor m3m,4/mmm,
4/m, and mmm were too closeto be conclusive-0.024,
0.023,0.021, and 0.021, respectively.During the course
of this study, structure refinements were attempted in
Crystal structure
spacegroups 14,/acd, 14,/a, Fddd, 1T, and lbca (thelast
Becauseof the somewhat unusual composition of this is a subgroupof 14r/acd),and the generalizedweighted R
garnet (approximately pyralspiteorr-granditeorr) and the factor, Rr, (Hamilton, 1965)was used to test each refinefact that it deviates so little from cubic symmetry, the ment againstthe cubic model. Table 5 shows the results
bond lengthsand anglesfor the averagestructure are giv- of thesetests.Note that teststo determine if a given moden in Table 3 and the anisotropic temperature-factorco- el is significantly better than the cubic model are shown
efficients are given in Table 4' to facilitate comparison only for 14,/acd and lbca becausethe other three refinements yielded higher Ru values than did the cubic refinewith other garnet structures refined in space group la3d.
ment and thus cannot be preferred. The clear choice for
Owing to the pseudosymmetryof garnet T-KAY-K-I,
eachofthe severalpossibilitiesfor the correct spacegroup the correct spacegroup is l4r/acd. Final positional pamay yield apparently acceptablerefinement results. An- rameters, site-occupancy factors, equivalent isotropic
isotropic garnetsof quite different compositions from this temperature factors, and anisotropic temperature-factor
one have been refined in spacegroups 11 (Tak6uchi et coemcientsfor refinement in spacegroup I4'/acd are disal., 1982; Allen and Buseck, 1988; Kingma and Downs, played in Table 6, and selectedinteratomic distancesand
1989), Fddd (Tak6uchi et al., 1982), and I4'/a (Prewitt anglesare in Table 7.
Why is garnet T-KAY-K-I noncubic?The anisotropic
grandites thus far submitted to crystal-structure refineTABLE
3. Selectedinteratomic
distances(A)andangles(")from ment (Tak6uchiet al., 1982;Kingma and Downs, 1989)
refin€mentof garnetT-KAY-K-1in the avergespace have shown ordering ofAl and Fe3*at the octahedralsites
group,/a3d
(Wyckoffsymbol l6a in the averagecubic spacegroup).
A chemically more complicated garnet of composition
si-o
1.640(2)
201-02
2.521(41
2 01-Si-O2
1 0 05 ( 1 )
GronoAnduAlmo(Allen and Buseck, 1988) with a signifi11 4 . 1 ( 1 )
4 01-O3
2.7s2(3\
4 01-Si-O3
cant HrO content shows ordering of Al and Fe3* at the
Y-O
1.902(2)
octahedral sites, ordering of Ca and Fe2*at the dodeca2.673(3)
6 01-O4
6 01-v-o4
89.3(1)
6 01-O5
2.706(3)
6 01-v-o5
s0.7(1)
hedral sites (cubic 24c positions), and a noncubic distri4X1-O4
2.244(2)
bution of OH ions.
De.-O4
2.407(2\
Table 8 showsa comparison of the crystallographicpo2.326
201-02
2.519(3)
201-X2-O2
68.3(1)
sitions occupied in cubic garnets and the analogouspo4 01-04
2.674(3)
4 01-X2-O4
70.1(1)
sitions in spacegroup l4r/acd, and Figure 2 shows a slab
4 04-06
2.818(4)
4c4-)8-06
74.5(1)
of the garnet stmcture with the unique cation sites indi2.826(4)
204-X2-O7
7 1. 9 ( 1 )
204-07
4 01-07
4 01-X2-O7
3.367(4)
92.7(1)
cated. Given that there is no evidence of anionic substi208-07
208-X2-O8
110 . 2 ( 1 )
3.948(4)
tution in garnet T-KAY-K-I, that the tetrahedral sites
A/otei Numbers in oarenthesesare estimated standard deviations and
are completely filled with Si, and that there is only one
refer to last decimal place. This convention applies to subsequenttables.
symmetrically unique kind of octahedral site, the X sites
agreementwith the chemical formula {X} : Fe, *rCsorrMgoroMno,o(16.60lomore scatteringpower than Ca). The
occupancyfactor for the I site refined to a value correspondingto occupancyby Al within a standarddeviation,
about l.8o/olessthan implied by the formula [I/j : Al, rrFeoo.Tio0,.
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Tleue 5, Significancetests on refinements
Ho:The /a3d model (4 : 0.0205) is the better of the two in question
1. l4,la
: 0.0210 Rs(la3q< Rs(t4/a),.'.Hois accepted
&
2 Fddd
Rs:0.0220 R,(lfid) < Rs(Fdctd),'. Hois accepted

3. /T
& : 0.0314 Rs(tf,d)< 4(/T),.' 4 is accepted

4. lbca
F s : 0 . 0 1 9 0 F / : 0 0 2 0 5 / 0 . 0 1 9 0 :1 . 0 7 9 ) i * , . . o o o o u1: . 0 9 4
tt > R', .'. Hois accepted at the 0.005 significancelevel
5. l4,lacd
& = 0 . 0 1 8 5 R : 0 . 0 2 0 5 / 0 . 0 1 8 5 :1 . 1 0 8 S s , 3 7 5 . s 6 61,.:0 7 6
tt < R', . Hois reiected at the 0.005 significancelevel, /4,/acd is the
better model

turn out to be the only possible locations on which ordering could occur. Table 6 showsthat the electron density at the Xl sites is slightly greater than that at X2,
whereasTable 7 shows that Xl is the slightly smaller of
the two sites. From Table 2 and the ionic radii of Shannon (1976), it can be determined (1) that the eightfoldcoordinated ionic radius of the mean pyralspite X component is 0.92 A and that the radius of I8lCa2+,
the only
grandite X cation, is 1.12 A and (2) that the average
weighted atomic number of the pyralspite X component
ts 24.4, whereasthat of Ca is 20. Although both the differencesbetweenthe mean bond lengthsof the two Xsites
and the differencebetween the electron densitiesat these
sites are very small (< I esd for the bond lengths and -2
combined esd for occupancyfactors) and might be considered trivial consideredalone, they are consistentwith
slight ordering of (Fe,Mg,Mn) into Xl and Ca into X2 of
the tetragonal garnet.
Sylrllmrny ANALysrs
Hatch and Griffen (1989) have considered noncubic
garnetsin general, and birefringent grandites in particular, within the framework of the Landau theory of phase
transitions (Landau, 1937a, 1937b, with extensions by
Birman, 1966;Goldrich and Birman,1968;Jaricand Birman,1977;Hatch l98la, l98lb; Hatchand Stokes,1985,
1986)and the theory ofinduced representations(Hatch
et al., 1987). On the assumption that noncubic garnets
may arise by phasetransformations from an initially cubic phaseofspace group la3d and that the transitions are

Trele 7. Selectedinteratomicdistances(A) and angles('), polyhedralvolumes(43),quadraticelongations,and angle
variances*for gamet T-KAY-K-1refinedin space group
l4'lacd
2 Si1-O1 1.638(2) 01-O1 2.517(41 o1-si1-o1 100.4(2)
o3-si1-o3 100.5(2)
2 Si1-O3 1.642(2) O3-O3 2.52s(sl
1-6-;10- 4 01-O3 2.75q3) 4 01-Si1-O3 114.2(1)
109.6
2.676
v:2.222
o2:5O02
{I):1.012
4Si2-O2 1.U0t2) 2O2-O2 2.527(41 2O2-S12-O2 100.8(2)
4 O2-O2 2.7sq4\ 4O2-Si2-O2114.0(1)
109.6
2.676
(^) : 1.01
v : 2.224
1
d: 46.28
2 Y-O2 1.898(2) 2 O1-O2 2.671(3) 2O1-Y-O2 89.3(1)
2 Y-O3 1.899(2) 2O1-O2 2.70343) 2O1-Y-O2 90.7(1)
2 Y-O1 1.902(2) 2 O1-O3 2.67343) 2O1-Y-O3 89.4(1)
2 O1-O3 2.701(3) 2 01-v-O3
90.6(1)
Igo02O2-O3 2.672(3) 2O2-Y-O3 89.5(1)
2O2-O3 2.698(3) 2O2-Y-O3 90.s(1)
2.686
90.0
( X ) : 1 . 0 0 0 o 2: 0 . 4 1
v:9.136
2 x1-O1 2.244(2)
O1-O1 2.51714) o1-x1-o1 68.20)
o3-x1-o3 68.5(1)
2 x1-O3 2.244(2)
O3-O3 2.525(5)
2 x1-O2 2.408(2) 2O1-O2 2.671(3) 201-X1-O2 70.0(1)
2 x1-O1 2.410(2) 2 01-O3 2.673(3) 2 01-x1-O3 70.0(1)
2 O1-O1 2.821(5) 2 O1-X1-O1 74.5(11
2.327
2O2-O3 2.825(3) 2 O2-X1-O3 74.7(11
2O1-O2 2.827(3\ 2 O1-x1-O2 71.9(1)
2 01-O1 3.366{4) 2 O1-x1-O1 92.6(1)
2O2-O3 3.367(3) 2O2-X1-O3 92.7(1)
2O1-O2 3.95q3) 2 O 1 - X 1 - O 21 1 0 . 3 ( 1 )
80.6
3.003
(r):1.001
o'z: 199.41
v:21.67
4 X2-O2 2.249(2) 2O2-O2 2.s27(4\ 2O2-x2-O2 68.4(1)
4 x2-O3 2.407(2) 4 O2-O3 2.67213], 4O2-X2-O3 70.0(1)
2.328
2 O3-O3 2.828(5) 2O3-x2-O3 72.0(11
4 O2-O3 2.825(31 4 O2-X2-O3 74.6(1)
4 O2-O3 3.370(3) 4 O2-X2-O3 92.7(1)
2 O3-O3 3.948{5) 2O3-X2-O3 110.20)
3.004
80.6
(r):1.001
r : 198.65
v:21.72
- For method of calculationof quadratic elongation((I)) and angle variance (o,), see Robinsonet al. (1971). For the X sites, the mean values of
the bond lengths and bond angles were used as the ideal values.

driven by a single order parameter (not necessarilythe
same one in all cases),they have determined that there
are three ordering routes possible:one involving an order
parameter that transforms according to the T2sirreducible representation(IR), one involving an order parameter
that transforms according to the T,, IR, and one involving an order parameter that transforms according to the

TABLE6. Final fractional coordinates, site-occupancyfactors, anisotropic temperature-factorcoefficients (x1@), and equivalent
isotropic temperature factors ( x 104)for garnet T-KAY-K-1 refined in space group l4rlacd
z

x1
x2
Y
si1
si3
ol
02
o3

0.1249(1) 0
0V4
00
0.3749(1) 0

v4
vo
0
va
,/4
3h
u
0.2848(2) 0.0973(2) 0.2025(2)
0.0977(2) 0.2024(2) 0.28s112)
o.2o24(2) 0.2847(2) 0.0976(2)

k'
1.182(41
1.171(5)
1.001(5)

Uu"
76(4)
128(4)
81(7)
106(6)
86(6)
126(13)
114(13)
136(12)

U""

Us

134(5)

130(4)

(4,)

84(7)
e1(7)
(u,,)
126(13)
114(12)
11802)

68(s)
83(5)
8e(6)
111(9)
116(11)
133(11)
113(11)

U""

12(4\
0
-5(6)
-1(s)
0
1(1)
- 9(10)
1(10)

Ur

0
0
-6(6)
0
0
-20(10)
2(10)
7(111

- Site occupancy. Scattering factor for
Ca was used in the X site and {or Al in the y site.
* Utare coefflcientsin the
expression expl-2n2(U1i2a*2 + U22Kt2 + U$12c"2+ 2uehka.b' + 2ulshla'C + 2uBklb-c-ll.

U."

0
16(5)
1(6)
0
0

e(e)
10(s)
-5(s)

U*

113(2)
108(3)
s8(4)
96(4)
94(4)
123(71
't20(7)
122(7)
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TABLEL

subgroups of ,agd allowedby the EnlR

Subgroup
Ajlacd
lbca

Origin

(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)

Basis vectors

Directionof
vector 4

0,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1) ('r',0)
(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)(n,,n")

it takes place on tl;re24 {X} sites of the cubic unit cell,
thus lowering the symmetry ftom laid to l4r/acd.
In Table l0' the splitting of the equivalent points of
the Wyckoff 24c position of la3d into the 8b and l6e
positions of 14,/acdare listed. In Table I I' the two basic
functions that transform according to the E, representation (Ir+) are shown. The relative degreeof ordering on
the 24c points of la3d represents the ordering of the X
components; their positions in Iaid are also shown. For
the order parameter (4,, 0) shown in Table 9 (that is, for
spacegroup l4r/acfi, only the first basisfunction of Table
I I contributes. Note that any individual site on an 8b
Wyckoffpoint
shows twice the ordering of an individual
Fig.2. A slabof thegametstructure(afterNovakandGibbs,
point,
l6e
site
on
a
as required by the relative numbers
1971),with Wyckofflettersfor the uniquecationssitesin space
of points constituting the Wyckoffpositions.
grotp 14I acdindicated.
From Stokesand Hatch (1988),the lf representation
E, IR. The T2groute leads to possible spacegroups R3c, doesnot satisfy the Landau condition; thus the transition
Fddd, I2/c, and 1T; the T,, route leads to possible space must be discontinuous. The free energy for If is
groups R3, I4r/a, I2/c, and 11; and the E, route leads to
AF : a(n1 + n',)+ b(q1- 3n,ql) + c(q?+ n)'.
possible spacegroups l4r/acd and lbca.
The transformation from la3d to l4r/acd is a proper The free energyform will yield many physical properties
ferroelastic transition that must be associatedwith the f
that undergo a changeof symmetry at the transition as a
point of the Brillouin zone. The spacegroup 14,/acd is result of a l;f order parameter becoming nonzero. For
necessarilyrelated to the parent spacegroup by an order example,heat capacity and enthalpy as a function of temparameter that transforms according to the E, IR (If in perature can be obtained. The spontaneousstrain components (e,, * e22- 2r.., \/Tr" - V-3eJ also transform
the notation of Stokesand Hatch, 1988).
Table 9 gives the two spacegroups, and their relation- as the two components of f3+.Thus these strain composhipsto la3d, thatmay result from phasetransformations nents,denoted(Q,,Qr),will couplebilinearly to (4',4r)in
that are driven by a single order parameter using the E, the form 1rQ, * nzQrand,will also become nonzero at
IR. The 4, shown in the last column are components of the transition. Becauseonly the first component is nonthe order parameter, 4, in the equation p(r) : po(r) + zero at the transition to I4r/ acd, only the first component
2n,Q,Q).Here p(r) is the density function that specifiesthe of the spontaneousstrain Q, (= .,, * er, - 2ett) ,rllll
probability distribution of atomic positions in the crystal, become nonzero.
with po(r)being the density function in the parent (highCoNcr-usroN
symmetry) spacegroup. The d,(r) are the basis functions
physically
of a
irreducible representation of the parent
On the basis of the discussionabove, we interpret the
spacegroup (Ia3d in this case),so that the order param- anisotropy of garnetT-KAY-K- I as due to slight ordering
eter components, 4,, give the contribution of each basis of the pyralspite (Fe'?*,Mg,Mn)and grandite (Ca) Xcomfunction to the density function. The ordering, in this ponents on the 24c positions of the averagela3d struccase,is betweenthe (Fe2*,Mg,Mn)that constitute the pyr- ture. There are, of course, small shifts in the O and Si
alspite Xcomponents and Ca, the grandite Xcomponent; positions relative to those positions in the averagecubic
structure,but we take theseto be secondaryconsequences
TraLe8. Occupiedsitesin /a3dand l4rlacdgarnetstructures of X-site ordering, inasmuch as there seemsto be no reason for such displacementsindependent ofthe ordering.
la3d
14,lacd
It is not possibleto determine unambiguouslywhether
16e
x,0,Vq
24c
n,o,n
\x\
the
three pyralspite componentsparticipate equally in the
ll
8b
0,Vq,la
16a
Y
16c
0,0,0 0,0,0
site exchangewith Ca. One could speculatethat crystallvl
16e
x, 0,1/a
.z',
field effectsmight favor Fe2*as the key component, given
24d
o,z
@
0, Va,3/a
ljl
8a
that Mn2*, Mg, and Ca do not experience crystal-field
x,y,z
329
x,y,z
o
96h
329
stabilization effects;using the mean O-X-O anglesfrom
329
x,y,z
Table 7 as ideal anglesand applying a measureof distor-

-r,,

zi
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tion analogousto octahedralangle variance (Robinson et
al., l97l), the Xl site does turn out to be very slightly
more distorted than the X2 site,which would presumably
enhance the crystal-field stabilization energy of Fe2t in
Xl relative to X2 (see,for example,Burns, 1970, concerningthe effectsof polyhedral distortion on crystal-field
stabilization energy).One could also arguethat Ca + Mg
cannot be the primary substitution becausethat would
be inconsistent with the observed difference in electron
densitiesof the two X sites.
In emphasizingthe Landau approach to symmetry relationships, we have treated the ordering observedin the
noncubic garnets discussedas if it arose by phase transition from a preexistent cubic phase with space group
Ia3d. Al<rzul,t (1984) has argued that birefringence in
grandites is a crystal-growth phenomenon that arises as
ordering of Al and Fe3* on different (110) growth steps
occurs, making the steps crystallographically inequivalent, with eachresulting growth sectorhaving spacegroup
11. A treatment from a symmetry viewpoint basedon the
samegroup theoretical formalisms we have usedhere can
also be applied to crystal growth, yielding the higher symmetry spacegroups that can result from superposition of
triclinic growth sectors(Gali, 1983).
Hatch and Griffen (1989) arguethat definitive evidence
for discriminating betweencrystal growth and phasetransition is lacking for the grandites. MgSiO. (Angel et al.,
1988)and MnSiO. (Fujino et al., 1986)were both synthesized in high-pressure-high-temperaturedevices in
experiments of short duration. Although the times required to bring the synthesizedcrystals to room conditions were not specified in either paper, it seemslikely
that they were quite short-perhaps too short to allow
the nearly complete ordering of octahedral cations from
an initially disordered state.
It would seem that the combination of high pressure
(perhaps 0.8-1.2 GPa) and relatively low temperature
(probably 200-400 "C) in the geologic environment in
which garnet T-KAY-K-I crystallized is the likely cause
ofthe ordering. It is well known that increasedpressure
favors increased miscibility between pyralspites and
grandites(e.g.,Nemec, 1967),but it has beenshown that
heating of anisotropic grandites causesthem to become
optically isotropic (Hariya and Kimura, 1978; Allen and
Buseck,1988),that is, to becomedisordered.Garnetsof
compositions similar to ours but from geologicenvironments quite different from a paleosubductionzone have
been described but have not been identified as birefringent (e.g.,Sobolev et al., I 968), again suggestingthat specific P, ?'conditions are important in determining whether a particular garnet chemically capable of ordering
anisotropywill, in fact, order. Investigation of many more
anisotropic garnetsof various compositions and from differing geologic environments is required before more
meaningful discussion on the influence on ordering of
pressure,temperature,and composition can be undertaken.
Given an ordered garnet, the ordering route followed

1.2
Grandites

1.1

xlo
Lr

T-KAY-K-I

0.9

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.6
0.7
<rry1>(A)

0.8

Fig. 3. Plot of mean cation sizesin the X and I sitesof
noncubic garnetswith structuresrefined to date. Gray bands
indicate size ranges suggestedby solid-solution series
(Tr.), (Ca,Fe'z*,Mg,Mn)rA1rSi.O,,
(E"), and
Ca.(A1,Fe3*)rSirO,,
(Mn,Fe'zt,Mg)SiO3
(T,,). AB indicatesthe garnetof Allen and
Buseck(1988).FeSiO,garnethas not beensynthesized,
but it
fallson the T,ubandandis likely a componentof anytetragonal
garnetthat existsin the uppermantle.
(i.e.,Tr' T,r, or E' regardless
of whetherorderingis considered to arise from a phase transformation or crystal
growth) seemsto dependprimarily on the crystallographic sites potentially available for ordering and secondarily
on the relative sizosof the cations in those sites.MgSiO.,
MnSiOr, and the ordered grandites of Tak6uchi et al.
( I 9 82) each contain a single type of cation in the X sites
and two in the I sites; this restricts potential ordering to
the I sites, with the Tr. route being followed if the f
cations are of similar size (e.g., Fe3*and Al) and the T,,
route being followed ifthe Ications are ofvery different
sizes(e.g.,Mn and Si). The granditeof Kingma and Downs
(1989) evidently contains too little Mn in the X site for
ordering to be detectable,if it occurs, so it too follows
the Tr, route. Garnets that have two or more kinds of X
cations in significant concentrationsbut only one significantly abundant kind of I cation follow the E, route;
garnet T-KAY-K-I is of this type.
Thesegeneralizationsappearto apply when ordering is
driven by a single order parameter,regardlessof whether
a phase transition or a primary growth phenomenon is
assumed. They leave several important issues unaddressed,however. For example, only four of the eight
spacegroups related to IaSd by these IRs have been observed, and it is not at all clear what factors control the
particular ordering pattern within a given ordering route;
thus the specific factors that discriminate between the
formation of an l4r/acd ordering pattern and an lbca or-
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dering pattern are unknown. We have also not considered
garnetsthat have the potential to order on more than one
site; the near-grandite of Allen and Buseck (1988) is of
this type, exhibiting ordering at both the X and Y sites.
Figure 3 shows the mean radius of the I cations plotted
againstthat of the Xcations for the noncubic garnetswith
structures refined thus far. The gray bands indicate size
ranges predicted for the solid solution series
(TJ, (Fe'z*,Mg,Mn)rAl2Si3O,2
Car(Al,Fe3*)rSi3Or,
@), and
(Ca,Mn,Fe2*,Mg)SiO.(T,r). Investigation of the first issue-factors that determine the specific ordering pattern
within an ordering route-will require examination of
more noncubic garnets on the gray bands from as large a
variety of geologic environments as possible. Investigation of the second issue-the nature of ordering driven
by more than a single order parameter-will require examination of noncubic garnets that do not occur on the
gray bands. The relative scarcity ofsuch garnetsdoes not
minimize the fact that understanding them may shed light
on processesrangrng from the shallow cnrst to the upper
mantle.
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